Awareness on Nut Allergies Among School Students
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ABSTRACT

The role of the immune system is to protect the body from germs and diseases. A food allergy is the overreaction by the immune system to a food protein. People are allergic to many kinds of food, majorly nuts. Anaphylaxis is a severe allergic reaction that comes on quickly and could even cause death in certain cases. The aim of this study was to assess awareness on nut allergies and to study the already existing knowledge on the topic among school students. Self administered questionnaire was created based on the awareness of the presence of nut allergy, their signs and symptoms. The questionnaire was distributed by person as fill out sheets at a nearby school. The study population included 200 school students belonging to the age group of 8 to 16 and years. The questions were carefully studied and corresponding answers were marked by the participants. The data was collected and statistically analysed. According to the survey results, about 81% of the total school population were aware about the presence of nut allergy. About 85% voted prevention is better to manage nut allergy. 70.8% were aware of signs and symptoms of nut allergy. 63% said their family members or friends have some kind of allergy to various nuts. Most of the school students had the knowledge and were aware about the presence of nut allergies, but more awareness has to be spread as the allergies could turn out to be very serious or even fatal and can only be controlled only through prevention.
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INTRODUCTION

The role of the immune system is to protect the body from germs and diseases. A food allergy is the overreaction by the immune system to a food protein. People are allergic to many kinds of food, majorly nuts. Anaphylaxis is a severe allergic reaction that comes on quickly and could even cause death in certain cases. In many countries abroad, the people, especially school students, are well aware about their allergies and schools are of vital importance as they are places where allergies are quick to be identified. The case is not so in India, more awareness is to be created here as there are no such cures to food allergy. Prevention of consumption of those food items is the only way to control the allergies.

Late investigations on cashew nut allergy recommend that its commonness is expanding. Cashew nut utilization by hypersensitive patients can cause serious reactions, including hypersensitivity. The rationale of the audit was to sum up the known information on cashew nut allergy to encourage clinical recognizable proof and advance familiarity with this developing food allergy among clinicians (van der Valk et al., 2014, 2017).

Cashew nut sensitivities have expanded quickly in
the course of the most recent couple of years. Those youngsters that were adversely affected by peanuts were encouraged to totally maintain a strategic distance from pistachios as well. In any case, it was later discovered that only 33% of the all out youngsters that were susceptible to cashews were sensitive to pistachios as well. This examination managed the conceivable prescient elements of allergy to pistachio in cashew hypersensitive children. (Hasegawa et al., 2009).

There are different examinations on the nearness of nut sensitivities and their prescient variables. There are numerous investigations on autonomous nut sensitivities like pistachio and cashew nuts and the connection between them. There are even examinations to spread mindfulness among clinicians however, there have been no investigations to make mindfulness about nut hypersensitivities by and large and to spread mindfulness among school understudies. The aim of this study was to assess awareness on the presence of nut allergies and to study the already existing knowledge on the topic among school students.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Self administered questionnaire was created based on the awareness of the presence of nut allergy, their signs and symptoms. The questionnaire was distributed by person as fill out sheets at a nearby school. The study population included 200 school students belonging to the age group of 8 to 16 and years. The participants were explained about the purpose of their study in detail. The questions were carefully studied and corresponding answers were marked by the participants. The data was collected and statistically analysed.

**RESULTS**

Awareness and knowledge on the presence of nut allergies are essential as they are a very serious issue and they have no cure. The only method of control is to avoid the consumption of the food item itself. According to the survey results, about 81% of the total school population were aware about the presence of nut allergy Figure 1. About 85% voted prevention is better to manage nut allergy Figure 2. 70.8% were aware of signs and symptoms of nut allergy Figure 3. 63% said their family members or friends have some kind of allergy to various nuts Figure 4.
DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to create awareness on the presence of nut allergies and to study the already existing knowledge on the topic among school students. A food allergic reaction could end up very serious at times, causing anaphylaxis and even death in extreme cases. There are no known cures to allergies, so prevention of consumption of the food item that induces the allergic response is the best way to control the allergies. For this to happen efficiently, school students must be aware of nut allergies.

Ongoing examinations on cashew nut allergy propose that its predominance is expanding. Cashew nut utilization by unfavourably susceptible patients can cause extreme reactions, including hypersensitivity. The thought process of the survey was to sum up the known information on cashew nut allergy to encourage clinical recognizable proof and advance familiarity with this developing food allergy among clinicians (Ebisawa et al., 2015; Hasegawa et al., 2009).

Cashew nut hypersensitivities have expanded quickly in the course of the most recent couple of years. Those youngsters that were adversely affected by peanuts, were encouraged to totally keep away from pistachios as well. In any case, it was later discovered that, lone 33% of the complete youngsters that were oversensitive to cashews were hypersensitive to pistachios as well. This investigation managed the conceivable prescient elements of allergy to pistachio in cashew unfavourably susceptible children (Shah et al., 2013).

Instructors are the primary respondents to food unfavourably susceptible responses in school understudies. Schools consequently assume a significant job in the attention to nearness of nut allergies. (Out of the 4-8% of understudies who are susceptible to nuts, around 1-2% of their sensitivities are because of peanuts Shah et al. (2011). The examination by Bartnikas et al in this issue of the Journal gives the primary huge informational collection (2,223 schools and 1,116,667 understudies over a 5-year time frame) investigating the impact of school sans peanut approaches on clinical results, in particular epinephrine organization, for treatment of hypersensitivity. This investigation showed that without peanut arrangements are profoundly factor among school regions, especially as to explicit estimates set up by the schools (Bartnikas et al., 2017).

Peanut limitation strategy may likewise additionally single out food-unfavorably susceptible youngsters, who have just been appeared to have expanded frequency of tormenting because of food allergy. Likewise, guardians of unfavorably susceptible kids have contended that the nutrition of their youngsters might be undermined in sans peanut schools. These guardians point to peanuts as a reasonable and great wellspring of protein. School peanut prohibitive arrangement suggestions ought to incorporate sufficient staff management and destroying areas from the study hall, and future strategy proclamations should actualize intercessions experimentally demonstrated to have a constructive outcome (Avery et al., 2003; Banerjee et al., 2007).

Schools can create arrangements dependent on age related dangers of introduction by utilizing a suspicion that the more youthful the age, the almost certain the youngsters are to contact one another and debase each other’s food and increment the danger of allergen presentation or to share nourishments (Watura, 2002). A huge gathering of small kids is likewise increasingly hard to screen and control. Hence, the act of restricting peanuts from preschool age to bring downgrade school age isn’t extraordinary (Primeau et al., 2000).

Numerous examinations have archived the critical impact of food sensitivities on diminishment of personal satisfaction for the two kids and parents. Fear and uneasiness can prompt solicitations for pointlessly prohibitive school situations and influence human services arranging, bringing about clashes among the family, doctor, and school community (Bollinger et al., 2006; Muñoz-Furlong, 2004). The confinement of the investigation incorporates the generally little example size. Creating awareness on a wider level would benefit a lot of people as these allergies have no cure and prevention is the only way to control them.

CONCLUSION

Most of the school students had knowledge and were aware about the presence of nut allergies, but more awareness has to be spread as the allergies could turn out to be very serious or even fatal and can only be controlled only through prevention.
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